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ABSTRACT
Computing educators have a tradition of building systems for sup-
porting students and teachers alike. Systems and their evaluations
are also an important topic in computing education research. Learn-
ing systems range from very specific such as algorithm visualiza-
tions to broad learning management systems, including supporting
systems such as Q&A services. Over the years, calls for interop-
erability have also emerged, fueled by the desire for sharing best
practices and content.

In this discussion paper, we consider the challengeswith evolving
technology and aligning technology with pedagogy. We see that
building and using systems is a learning effort that can help the
community grow, while we also note that there are no perfect
solutions and that there always will be trade-offs in developing and
using technology in computing education.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Our behavior with systems is shaped by the design of the sys-
tems [17, 44]. Shaping of behavior can be explicit as in gamification
where positive behaviors are linked with rewards [25], implicit as in
providing a user interface for exploration [13] and hoping that the
user learns to use it, or unintentional as in users learning to exploit
a system (e.g. speedrunning games by exploiting bugs [53]). The
way how the systems are connected and connect individuals can
also shape our behaviors and actions – in the words of Bucher [10]:
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“Facebook and other software systems support and shape
sociality in ways that are specific to the architecture
and material substrate of the medium in question.”

Although small things in user interfaces – such as Facebook’s
like button [20] – can influence behavior significantly, shaping
of behavior is not limited to user interfaces but relates also to
the underlying technology and infrastructure. As an example, the
performance of an underlying server can influence the usability of
a user interface that is in interaction with the server.

The same phenomena exists also in systems built for teaching
and learning. Design choices and underlying technology and infras-
tructure have an impact on users, namely learners and instructors.
By extension, they also have an impact on learning and pedagogy.
While some technical contributions where learning is at the core
do discuss pedagogical underpinnings and context (e.g. [15, 63, 64]),
they are omitted from other articles (e.g. [24, 57]). Computing edu-
cators are known for their tendency for building systems [19].

In this work, we discuss the interplay of technology and peda-
gogy in computing education research (CER), including recent calls
for system interoperability. Our discussion is framed through anal-
ysis of our prior experiences in both building and using a multitude
of educational systems. We frame the discussion through a loose
collection of case studies outlining issues in possible approaches to
CS learning systems that we are aware of.

We start our discussion by presenting two perspectives of the
evolution of the computing education research field in Section 2;
one of them focuses on evolution of systems while the other focuses
on the evolution of pedagogies for programming, followed by a
discussion on the recent call for interoperability. In Section 3, we
outline loose collection of case studies with the issues relating to
misalignment between technology and pedagogy. In Section 4 we
consider and discuss the implications of our work. We conclude in
Section 5 by calling the community to action.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Evolution of Supporting Systems and

Learning Content
The development and study of systems for supporting computing
education and learning programming has a history spanning over
half a century. Automated assessment tools for programming have
been developed at least since the late 1950’s [26], and there has been
an ongoing evolution since [4, 12, 28, 45, 61]. The developments
have included supporting and adopting specific programming ap-
proaches such as Test-Driven Development [15], making it easier
to submit exercises for assessment and to facilitate feedback from
tutors [30], making technological advances in how exercises are
submitted [34], and emphasizing the need for professional tools and
being supported within them while learning programming [5, 63].
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During this evolution, there has been a call to help students
understand how programs work [52] to avoid forming a faulty
picture of how programs are executed [6]. One stream of research
that has sought to address this is the work into algorithm and
program visualization tools [22, 35, 47, 58] that are used to create
and play animations of program execution, possibly line by line or
even at a finer detail [56]. Due to the observation that engagement
with such tools is one of the key contributors to learning [43], more
recent program visualization tools have included the possibility to
interact with the visualizations and use them as exercises [60].

While the above highlights examples of the evolution of sup-
porting systems for learning programming, there has been also
a broader evolution in the delivery of learning content. Fueled
by the emergence of the web as a platform, computing education
researchers have explored the possibility of integrating program
visualizations into online learning materials [51] and considered
the broader needs for interactive online materials [33], highlighting
also the need for interoperability of existing systems [9]. This work
has in part also included open online ebook projects such as the
OpenDSA [54] and Runestone interactive [41] platforms.

As with any software and systems, there is bound to be decay and
abandonment as the chosen technologies and approaches age and
newer options emerge. A recent ITiCSE working group [7] charted
software used by computing educators and researchers. Through
literature review and surveys, they identified software to facilitate
the building and maintenance of it by the community – in essence,
calling for increased community adoption and maintenance and
reduced duplicate effort. However, within computing education
and CER, we like to create systems [19].

2.2 Evolution of Pedagogy and Pedagogical
Innovation

Similar to systems used to support teaching programming, ped-
agogy of programming has also evolved over time [16, 38, 50].
Introductory programming education aims to help the learner to
form an understanding of how computer programs are written
and how they function. The interpretation of the functionality of
programs might differ from the reality, as students might be pre-
sented with an idealized form of how the programs work [14, 18]
with the objective of helping with the oft-mentioned problem of
students struggling to write and trace programs [36, 37, 40]. The
pedagogical approaches are many-fold, including using tools to pro-
vide students with something to reason about the execution of the
programs [18, 46] to working with and manipulating specific types
of objects such as media [21].The way how classroom instruction
is organized has also been explored, where teaching approaches
like peer instruction [55] have gained popularity along with media
computation and pair programming [48].

The research evidence seems to point out that effort into improv-
ing programming courses yield benefits, as articles on the topic
tend to have positive outcomes [62]. There is, however, a possibil-
ity of reporting bias, where researchers tend to report successes
whilst hiding failures [11], and the lack of incentives for conducting
replication studies [3] does not certainly improve the situation.

Many of the pedagogical innovations have been backed by tech-
nology. For example, the original LOGO project had a physical

“robot” that followed instructions [46], newer notional machines
tend to be interactive and hosted online [18], media computation
to some extent has relied on a tailored solution for working with
graphics [21], peer instruction has required clickers or some other
way to facilitate answering of questions [55], including tools for
writing programs in peer instruction classes [64], and so on. This
explicit interplay of technology and pedagogy is rarely discussed,
however, even though researchers and practitioners have called
for increased adoption of educational systems [7] and increased
interoperability of the systems [9].

2.3 Increasing Interoperability and Technology
Adoption

There have been various efforts over the years to imbue learning
tools with interoperability protocols such as SCORM [8], LTI [29],
and xAPI [2] and other systems and approaches for incorporat-
ing learning materials and online learning activities from multiple
sources (e.g. [31, 57]). But managing content, especially if it is inter-
active and technically complex, in multiple places is not trivial [24].

Clearly, a call and a desire to increase adoption of different learn-
ing technologies exists within the community. In 2014, an ITiCSE
working group [9] sought to classify smart learning content (SLC)
and increase its adoption. Almost a decade later their proposed
“ideal vision for embedding SLCs and storing data collected by them
using new standards and protocols [...]” has not yet arrived, which is
also the case for the “[...] pragmatic vision for achieving these goals
based on existing, albeit imperfect, standards and protocols”. There
have been some advances on that front, however. As an example,
the community has developed formats for sharing programming
snapshot data [27, 49], and there have been attempts to increase
interoperability and reuse of programming exercises [42]. While the
future remains to be seen, so far the not-invented-here syndrome
seems to still remain somewhat strong, and we foresee that many
practitioners continue to stick to their own existing approaches –
what incentives or reasons would they have to change this?

We see that one of the key problems in adopting existing inter-
operable content is the pedagogical alignment of objectives and
technologies. We draw on an analogy of a book written so well
that it is hard to put down – the likelihood of such a book being
written by multiple authors who have not discussed the overall
narrative with each other is rather rare. A course that draws upon
multiple technologies, each written by specific teams with their
own pedagogical viewpoints and contexts, would potentially end
up reflecting even conflicting pedagogical objectives. Following
Norman, we see that like with all design, course design “is really
an act of communication, which means having a deep understanding
of the person with whom the designer is communicating” [44].

3 A LOOSE COLLECTION OF CASE STUDIES
Combined, the three authors have over half a century of higher
education teaching experience. During the years, the authors have
built and developed both general purpose and tailored learning
systems, used numerous learning systems – also those dubbed as
interoperable – witnessed multiple university-wide learning man-
agement system (and other system) transitions, and participated in
university-level committee work on future directions of learning
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management systems. In addition, the three authors also have years
of industry experience ranging from founding their own compa-
nies and building software for and through those companies to
consulting some of the largest companies in the world.

In the following, we describe a loose collection of case studies,
starting from building systems to support learning and the eventual
software decay, proceeding to more specific cases with issues in
the use and adoption of software.

3.1 Platforms and Software Decay
The first case study draws from experiences building platforms for
delivering interactive online learning materials. Over the years, the
authors have been involved with developing multiple platforms
and tailored services, including adopting existing services and com-
ponents. The technologies used to deliver content to students have
evolved over time, as have the expectations from the technologies.
The authors have explored Java-based desktop applications, Java
Applets, IDE integrations, HTML with JavaScript and CSS, and
more modern approaches to delivering content on the web, includ-
ing the use of somewhat more modern web libraries such as React1,
not to mention a range of server-side technologies used to create
interactive content and allow remote experiences that have also
evolved over the years. Already these evolutions have led to mul-
tiple software rewrites, refactorings, and the development of new
platforms, in part due to the decay of the technolgies and software.

Slightly less than four years ago, there was again a need to
improve the delivery of learning materials to students, to allow
easier development of interactive functionality, and to improve the
user experience. In particular, due to a new effort to provide easy-to-
start learning experiences to life-long learners where the learners
would not have to register but still could practice programming in
an interactive online environment, a call for a system to support this
emerged. Thus Platform Awas developed. At the time, Gatsby2 was
one of the leading technologies for combining content and data and
for improving the performance of websites. Gatsby allowed easy
integration of interactive React components into the materials with
MDX3, where materials could be authored in Markdown format
and interactivity could be easily added through React components
interspersed in the markdown. Similarly, providing a consistent
and contemporary user experience – and design – was a priority.

However, as is the case with modern web software, the technolo-
gies are built on top of existing libraries, some of which cease to be
maintained. As the MDX support for Gatsby was (seemingly) not a
top priority, perhaps in part due to underlying acquisition discus-
sions4, there was a period spanning over a year where the official
MDX integration was not maintained at the same pace with Gatsby.
This led to a situation, where using MDX required an older version
of Gatsby, where both (outdated) versions had security issues. In
addition, during the development of the platform, we had opted
for a user interface style library that has not been continuously
updated with changes to React, which has further blocked some of
the refactoring efforts (and consequently also required refactorings
and partial rewrites).
1https://react.dev/
2https://www.gatsbyjs.com/
3https://mdxjs.com/
4https://www.gatsbyjs.com/blog/gatsby-is-joining-netlify/

At the present state, the platform hosts a handful of courses, and
there is already a need for a major refactoring (or even a rewrite), in
part due to the initial decision of the technology used to combined
data and content (i.e., Gatsby). This need stems from both newer ver-
sions of Gatsby lacking compatibility with older versions, relatively
slow production build times of the platform, and the emergence
of newer technologies such as Astro5 that allow a more versatile
approach in choosing the user interface libraries and improve the
developer experience. This movement highlights the current pace
of contemporary web technologies – we’re slightly less than four
years out from starting the effort, and there is already an effort
underway to move away from the core technology powering the
user interface of the platform.

The technologies used to deliver and display content have
significantly evolved over the years. As the expectations of
users from learning platforms evolve with the expectations of
other software, there is a need to keep up with the technology.
Sticking to old is not always possible, as was evidenced with
Java Applets, while keeping up with the new can also lead to
issues. The evolution of technologies is also intertwined with
improvements to developer experience, which has an effect on
the fun in developing software – not keeping up with the field
also eventually influences whether there are volunteering
students who help in building and maintaining the platform(s).

3.2 Using an Online Platform does not Replace
Local Tooling

The second case study draws from a recent experience from build-
ing an online learning platform and materials for learning web
development. To facilitate a fast start on the topic, the platform pro-
vides an easy-to-use online interface for creating web applications,
including writing server-side and client-side logic and database
functionality within the browser. In addition, the platform provides
feedback on the progress through instructor-authored tests that
are executed by running a suite of unit tests and end-to-end tests
on the web applications that students work on. The materials of
the course and the easy-to-use online interface are hosted on a
platform that intertwines theory and practice, providing a rapid
possibility for practice whenever new topics are introduced.

When the course moves towards more complex topics and the
applications continue to grow, students are provided a Docker
Compose-based walking skeleton that includes Docker images for
a web server, a database, end-to-end tests, and database migrations.
The walking skeleton comes with a worked example that outlines
how a similar project would be created, including demonstrating
how a database running in a container is accessed and how the
Dockerfiles and the Docker Compose file are created and organized.
A video that outlines the use of the walking skeleton and how one
would develop web applications using Visual Studio Code6 and the
walking skeleton is also provided.

5https://astro.build/
6https://code.visualstudio.com/
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At this point, the way how course assignments are returned is
also adjusted. Instead of working using the online interface, stu-
dents are encouraged to use a zip-based submission mechanism,
where they return a copy of their local project for grading.

In this case, the problem lies partially in encouragement and
partially in the easy-to-use online interface. In the platform, even
after course assignments become more complex, students still have
the option of reverting to working with the interface instead of
working on the course assignments locally and returning the as-
signments using the zip-based submission mechanism. Due to this,
we have witnessed many cases of the metaphorical frog in the pot,
where students continue working on assignments in the course
platform at a point where they would significantly benefit from
taking the next step that is encouraged in the materials. Ultimately,
this has led to significant amounts of wasted time, both from the
instructors who are supporting the students and from the students
who struggle due to the increased complexity of the projects where
a local environment would trump the online interface.

Course technology, opportunities, and experience of the
technology shape students’ behavior. Even when the
technology of a course is aligned with the course pedagogy
and the course provides a progression mechanism (i.e., a
“scaffolding”), students may seek to maintain their existing
behaviors and avoid the adoption of new technology. In
essence, opportunities provided by online platforms may lead
to local tooling being replaced, even when the use of local
tooling would have the potential for improved learning
outcomes. It seems that, at times, encouragement is not
enough.

3.3 Explicit and Implicit Lock-ins in Platforms
Sooner or later the course materials need to be updated. Reasons
arise from pedagogy when materials are out of date or in need
of significant improvements, or from technology as specifications
are updated or requirements fail. Plenty of CS specific learning
technology was written with Java in the past decades which fell
out of use with web-based approaches (e.g. [32, 39]).

As described in the first case study in 3.1, Web-based learning
technology is also rapidly changing and evolving from a technology
perspective as is the web itself. Many CS courses (e.g. [54, 59]) have
interactive online materials, often taking the shape of ebooks with
text, images, and examples interspersed with automatically assessed
exercises. These materials can be produced with different markup
languages such as HTML, reStructuredText (RST), Markdown, and
MDX. No matter the technology used, there is always a lock-in in
terms of opportunity cost. Changing from a format, technology, or
platform to another is always costly in terms of time and effort,
not to mention the mental burden that this places on teachers (and
students). When it comes to commercial platforms the lock-in might
be more explicit and tied to the vendor.

This case study concerns such an online course that consists of
approximately 70,000 words of text, dozens of code examples and
illustrations, and automatically assessed exercises using multiple
technologies. The material was originally created with RST – using
directives built by a teacher for another course – with automated

exercises using a combination of exercises graded on the server and
within the browser. Due to the limitation of a prevalent platform
used by many other CS courses in the context of the case study,
the decision was made to implement a new customized platform to
create technology that was more aligned with the course pedagogy.
An additional motivation to move away from the previous platform
was the horrendous developer experience in creating the RST-based
materials. As an added benefit, this migration to the new platform
enabled also conducting research in new ways.

The new platform supported creation of material with MDX
which provided a nicer experience in converting the earlier ma-
terial and writing new components. However, the platform was
written to support the same exercises of the old online course with
interoperability protocols, which meant that most of the old exer-
cises stayed as they were and required no additional significant
efforts. However, maintaining a platform for just a single course
is expensive in terms of effort, so there were plans to migrate the
course to Platform A – described in the first case study. Even though
the platform used very similar technologies (e.g. MDX), migrating
content and especially the exercises proved to be very challenging
and time-consuming, as the core underlying APIs and data formats
of the platforms were different.

Beyond the observed technical challenges, Platform A was writ-
ten with a particular pedagogical approach in mind that was built-in
to the platform. Despite existing interoperability protocols, there
were technical challenges in migrations exasperated by a difference
in pedagogical approaches that were built into the two platforms.

As with the previous case study, course technology,
opportunities, and experience of the technology shape teachers’
creation of material. The platforms we choose influence the
way we write materials, how they are organized, and what
types of exercises we create. Succinctly, the perfect platform
does not exist and even when the instructor creates the
platform there are still issues in material development and
pedagogical alignment. Interoperability does not and can not
address pedagogical alignment.

3.4 Online Support and Chat Systems do not
Replace Dialogue

Chat and collaboration software have become a common ingre-
dient in the set of tools and teaching ’channels’ in many courses.
In many cases they have replaced forums and email for remote
communication. Examples of such software suits and services are
Discord, Microsoft Teams, Slack, Telegram, and Zulip. These tools
are not completely interchangeable, and have different strengths,
weaknesses and specific use-cases. However, they support collabo-
ration in the form of chat channels around named topics, private
messages, and in some cases group messages.

Chats are often employed on courses in the hope that group dis-
cussions will support learning in the form of student participation,
and reduce load on other forms of communication, such as email.
Administratively, it allows students to get in touch with teaching
staff to ask questions and get help. This is potentially beneficial to
students and teachers alike, as general issues (“when will the exam
be ready?”, “the course web pages are down”, “there’s a mistake
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with the handout”, etc.) can be shared. Pedagogically, such tools can
foster building a community where discussion can help learning,
and questions lead to dialogue.

However, chat systems are not always designed for teaching, nor
with pedagogy in mind. Most are intended to increase and support
communication and collaboration during remote work in company
settings and to allow free-form dialogue between acquaintances.
Some design choices natural for these areas translate poorly to
course settings. In large classes with hundreds – or even thousands
– of students, channels can fill up quickly with repeated questions.
That is, often the same or similar question is asked multiple times
by students. It is often easier for a student to ask the question again
than to search the history of already answered questions.

At the same time, it is hard to keep track of what has been
answered/discussed, and by whom. Some chat systems support
“pinned” posts, which can be used as a FAQ for channels, and thus
alleviate the problem somewhat. But this will not completely solve
the issue, as everyone does not check pinned messages before post-
ing. Overall, this is a self-reinforcing problem – the more posts
there are the harder it will be to check, and thus it is easier to just
ask again.

Another part of this problem is simply that course staff are in-
dividual users on the system - perhaps with elevated moderation
rights, but still separate users - and by default lack the tools neces-
sary to sort through and coordinate, divide work, and support each
other. It is therefore easy that discussions are left in the middle (as
teaching assistants take shifts) or simply missed altogether, which
is frustrating for the student and detrimental to learning.

Additionally, students make use of the private messages to reach
out to course staff directly. While private communication is some-
times necessary, for example when discussing details of individual
tasks or exercises, or private course matters, it removes the intended
benefits of the system, and could in many cases be better solved
by other means. In fact, one of the most common chat questions
in programming courses, “what is wrong with my code?” could be
the start of a dialogue in an exercise session, but hard to follow up
in a chat due to its asynchronous design.

One might argue that a solution for the issues described above
is a certain amount of discipline for teaching staff and students, so
that repeated questions are not answered, and private messages
ignored. While this is true to an extent, and we have employed
such tactics, we have also observed that it decreases student en-
gagement in the system overall. Students do not necessarily ask
repeated questions because they are too lazy to search, or send pri-
vate messages because they cannot wait. Instead, the usage follow
from opportunities created by technical features and limitations in
the system. We note that the best way to discourage such use is not
by rules, but by providing students with ample opportunity to ask
these questions in other forums, such as exercise sessions, which
provide an opportunity for dialogue and learning.

Chat systems – and other supporting systems – can be
beneficial in teaching computing. However, as they are not
designed with pedagogy in mind, students’ and teachers’ needs
need to be taken into account when using them. As with other
learning tools and systems, students will find their ways of
using available features, potentially causing serious issues,
duplicated effort, or leaked answers.

4 MISERY IS THE ONLY CONSTANT
4.1 Eventual mismatch between pedagogy and

technology
Even if the pedagogy and technology is decided by a single instruc-
tor, mismatches will eventually emerge. Approaches that students
take might not be what was intended by the teachers, as seen in
Section 3.2. This has also been observed in prior literature, which
highlights that students can actively avoid issues that require effort,
like solving merge conflicts [23].

To align pedagogy and technology more closely, we see that
there are different types of systems used in computing education.
Figure 1 arranges the tools we use in our courses along two axes:
whether they are intended for CS education and to what extent
the system has a specific purpose. We encourage instructors, re-
searchers, and developers to consider where the tools they are using
and developing fall into.

"CS Learning Technology" – Particular and Specific: Top right
quadrant is systems intended for CS education that serve a particu-
lar purpose. Examples of these are algorithm and program visual-
ization systems as well as automated graders.

"Supporting Systems" – Particular and Agnostic: These systems
are discipline agnostic – they might be used in many other fields as
well – but they are created for particular pedagogical purpose. Q&A
systems would be one example of these, chat systems – discussed
in Section 3.4 – are another example of supporting systems.

"Learning Management Systems" – General and Agnostic: We con-
sider systems aimed at generally facilitating (online) learning to
belong to the lower left quadrant. These are typically university-
wide learning management systems (LMS) used to host course
material from many disciplines and their use is shaped on a per-
course basis. E.g. some teachers might use them actively for many
purposes (discussions, static assign submissions, hosting lecture
materials) and some might opt out of using them almost completely.
It is worth noting that Blanchard et al. [7] found learning manage-
ment systems being the least favorable class of tools. Potentially
due to them being university-wide tools with little consideration
for pedagogical approaches.

"CE(R) Specific Platforms" – General and Specific: Top left in the
axis are platforms intended for computing education (research).
These are platforms that offer generic functionality that one would
find in a typical LMS but at the same time they offer features that
are tailored specifically for CS education – which might also include
features built for experimentation and CER in mind. Platform A
belongs in this category.

When considering the case outlined in 3.3, one of the issues
was that the Platform A had been built as a CS-specific learning
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Figure 1: Different types of systems used in computing education.

platform with a particular pedagogical approach in mind. Seek-
ing to transfer content from one system to another, even when
the approach used to write the concrete materials (i.e. MDX) was
the same, mismatches in the intended course pedagogy and the
pedagogy that the platform had been built in mind with made the
effort rather painful. Similarly, the original creation of the platform
described in 3.3 (i.e., the move away from the prevalent platform
in the context of the case study) emerged from the need to have a
better alignment with pedagogy and technology, which the more
broadly used and prevalent platform failed to support.

4.2 Eventual issues with interoperability
As Andrew Tanenbaum quipped “The nice thing about standards
is that you have so many to choose from”. There have been various
attempts at increasing interoperability, both within the CE(R) com-
munity and also in the larger space of pedagogical technology. We
argue, that even in the ideal world where accessible, functional, and
developer and teacher friendly interoperability protocols would
exist, their adoption would not solve the fundamental issue of
technical and pedagogical alignment. Ultimately, instructors would
still end up implementing their own exercises, and researchers in
computing would still want to “scratch their own itch”.

All this being said, we see interoperability efforts and sharing of
exercises, materials, and tools as highly valuable for both teachers
and researchers. Duplicating the effort of creating similar technol-
ogy or exercises types does not make sense, and adopting existing
technologies should be prioritized. At the same time, we encourage
efforts to keep learning through implementing new tools for CS
education – even if they are not interoperable. That is, coming up
with technological solutions to solve problems is in the veins of
CS educators and researchers, and solving problems by itself is a
learning effort. Would we adopt solutions from others, how familiar
would we be with the design decisions – both pedagogical and tech-
nical – that underlie the adopted solutions, and could we even end
up in a situation where we unintentionally create problems due to
pedagogical misalignment of the solutions that we have adopted?

4.3 Eventual software decay and the need to
reinvent the wheel

As discussed in 3.1, technologies have evolved over time, and there
are times when it is effectively mandatory to switch technologies
(e.g. the abandonment of Java Applets and moving from desktop to
the web). Creating production-ready software in university settings
is challenging at the best of circumstances, and often the setting is
less than ideal for software development. At the same time, creating
software for university settings is software development, and it

should be treated as such [24] – a part of software development is
maintenance, and due to the evolution of technology, there is an
eventual need for larger refactorings and rewrites.

In addition, evolving technology means that our expectations
of technology, as users and developers, evolve as well. While the
students’ learning is themain goal, learning is shaped by technology
and materials, those who create them, and their experiences while
creating them. Learning is easier when one does not have to learn
to explicitly use a new system; at times, catching up is needed,
as “users prefer your [platform] to work the same way as all the
other [platforms] they already know” [1]7. Not keeping up, on the
contrary, can lead to unnecessary effort, and especially in the case
of lifelong learning where decisions on what content to use can be
made rather rapidly, can also lead to potential students dropping
out.

Contrary to the position outlined in [7], we see that there is a
need to reinvent the wheel every now and then.

5 CONCLUSION
Ultimately, there are no solutions only trade-offs. Technology changes,
standards are replaced, and pedagogical theory improves. In our
experience, the only constant in development, adoption, and use of
educational technology is eventual misery that equates with a need
for change. Sisyphus, in Greek mythology, was cursed to forever
push the same boulder up a hill – as the rock was about to crest, it
rolled back instead, and the toil started anew. This is also the fate of
the computing educator striving to eternally align technology and
pedagogy. However, the inevitable misery is not a reason to give
up; we should keep on building systems and innovating pedagogy
and technology alike. Interoperability is a great asset but it will
not solve all our technology woes, and even platforms with similar
technologies may have been built with a very different pedagogy
in mind.
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